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Not a promo: Boost Mobile’s newest Carrier Crusher plan becomes the
lowest cost unlimited option in the U.S.
The $25/month Carrier Crusher plan delivers unprecedented savings, forever.

ENGLEWOOD, Colo., July 13, 2022 -- At a time when the Big Three wireless providers have increased
the cost of their plans, today, Boost Mobile takes its most direct shot at their high prices with the
launch of the wireless industry’s most competitive plan to date: $25/month for unlimited talk, text
and 5G/4G data.1

This latest offer is not a temporary promotion, and removes all the standard gimmicks. The Carrier
Crusher plan is exactly as advertised - $25/month for everything. No three month prepaid
requirement. No family plan commitment. No BS.

Designed to empower consumers with the nation’s most affordable unlimited 5G plan, Boost Mobile is
making wireless more accessible to more people without a “gotcha” time window.

“There’s not a wireless option on the market as compelling as Boost Mobile’s $25 forever plan. We
know consumers have been overpaying for unlimited access - as much as $80 a month with the other
guys,” said Stephen Stokols, head of Boost Mobile.

Boost Mobile’s $25 per month unlimited plan is less than 50% what consumers pay for the same 5G
networks with other carriers. Switching to Boost Mobile can save new customers as much as $400 a
year ($1,200 for a family of four).

For only $25 per month, new customers will receive unlimited talk, text and 5G wireless service when
they are on AutoPay. The plan is available at Boost Mobile locations and BoostMobile.com today. 

About Boost Mobile
Boost Mobile provides award-winning, best-in-class value and connectivity to U.S. wireless consumers
on America’s largest 5G networks and competitive consumer plans with no annual service contracts.
Boost Mobile operates on DISH Wireless L.L.C., a subsidiary of DISH Network Corporation
(NASDAQ: DISH), and serves as its largest retail wireless brand. DISH, a nationwide U.S. wireless
carrier, continues to innovate in wireless, building America’s First Smart Network™. Learn more about
Boost Mobile online on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube.
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¹$25/mo. new customers only; requires sign-up for AutoPay; speeds reduced after 30GB of 5G/4G
data; 5G requires a 5G capable device; 5G not available in all locations; price is exclusive of service,
taxes & fees. Get the full details at www.boostmobile.com.
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